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Photodetachment of Li2 from the Li 3 s threshold to the Li 6s threshold
Cheng Pan and Anthony F. Starace
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111
Chris H. Greene
Department of Physics and Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, The University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440
~Received 18 July 1995!
EigenchannelR-matrix calculations~including effects of long-range multipole interactions beyond the reac-
tion volume! for Li 2 photodetachment partial cross sections from the vicinity of the Li 3s threshold to the
Li 6s threshold~3.8 eV <\v< 5.65 eV! are presented. Excellent agreement with the relative total cross
section measurements of U. Berzinshet al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 4795~1995!# in the vicinity of the Li 3s and
Li 3p thresholds is found. The calculated resonance structures are analyzed in detail. In particular, the energy
region between the Li 4s and Li 5p thresholds~for which there are as yet no experimental measurements! is
shown to have types of doubly excited resonances which are prominent only because of the nonhydrogenic
Li 1 core; such types are weak or absent in higher-energy regions as well as in H2 photodetachment spectra.
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Gc, 32.80.Fb, 31.15.Ar, 31.25.Jf
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experimental measurements of doubly excited-
state spectra of H2 @1# and He@2# in the vicinity of high-
energy detachment or ionization thresholds@i.e., near the
H(n) and He1(n) thresholds, wheren.2# have provided
theorists with a fertile set of data for elucidating propensity
rules for populating particular channels@3,4#. Theory has
even been able to interpret some rather weak features@5#. As
we have shown@6#, the experimental and theoretical work
carried out for these fundamental two-electron systems
serves as a useful guide for interpreting doubly excited-state
spectra of the Li2 four-electron system. However, the Li2
spectra exhibit qualitatively new features not present in H2
@6#.
We report here a detailed theoretical study of highly
excited-state spectra for photodetachment of the Li2 nega-
tive ion. In this paper we examine the energy range from just
below the Li 3s threshold to just below the Li 6s threshold.
We find that the nonhydrogenic core leads to increased
prominence of doubly excited states that are only very
weakly populated in detachment of H2. Also, the nondegen-
eracy of the Linl excited-state thresholds for different orbital
angular momental changes the nature of the resonance spec-
trum. It also permits a much more detailed experimental
comparison with theoretical partial cross section results than
do the corresponding degenerate Hnl thresholds, for which
an experimental energy analysis can typically only measure
the sum of all partial cross sections contributing to a particu-
lar H(n) threshold.
Section II describes our theoretical approach, the eigen-
channelR-matrix method@7,8#. Emphasis is placed on the
extensions we have made to the method in order to treat
highly excited Li2 photodetachment spectra~such as, e.g.,
our treatment of long-range multipole interactions outside
theR-matrix box!. Section III presents our calculated partial
and total Li2 photodetachment cross sections over an energy
region from just below the Li 3s threshold up to the Li 6s
threshold. For energies in the region of the 3s and 3p thresh-
olds, we compare our results with recent experimental mea-
surements and a theoretical calculation@9#. We find that the
key features in this region have an intimate connection with
the 3s3p doubly excited state. Below the Li 5s and Li 6s
thresholds we have already shown that comparison with
H2 photodetachment spectra is useful for elucidating the
underlying physics@6#. We present other such comparisons
here ~including, e.g., density plots for key doubly excited-
state wave functions in various alternative coordinate repre-
sentations!.
II. THEORY
We focus attention in this section on those aspects of our
theoretical approach that either go beyond previous work or
that are specific to our calculation for Li2 ~and H2 @6#!
photodetachment partial cross sections. Thus we give only a
very brief overview of the eigenchannelR-matrix method,
and we present only those equations needed to define our
basis states and to calculate specific partial cross sections.
We explain also the model potential used to calculate our
basis states inside theR-matrix box, and develop in more
detail the close-coupling approach used to treat the important
long-range interactions outside theR-matrix box. In addi-
tion, the key numerical aspects of our calculations are sum-
marized.
A. Overview
The eigenchannelR-matrix method@7,8# aims to deter-
mine variationally a set of normal logarithmic derivatives of
a system’s wave function that are constant across a reaction
surfaceS enclosing a reaction volumeV. For treatments of
two-electron excitations, the reaction volumeV is that part of
six-dimensional configuration space for which both electrons
lie within a sphere of radiusr 0 . The reaction surfaceS is the
set of points for which max(r 1 ,r 2)5r 0 , wherer 1 andr 2 are
the electron distances from the nucleus. In practice, for each
range of excitation energy,r 0 is chosen to be sufficiently
large that the probability of both electrons being outsider 0 is
negligible. The complicated many-electron interactions
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within V are treated by bound-state, configuration interaction
techniques using independent electron functions andLS cou-
pling. In most previous eigenchannel calculations,r 0 has
also been chosen large enough so that long-range interaction
effects are negligible. For H2, the degeneracy of final-state
H atom levels does not permit this. In the work of Sadegh-
pouret al. @4~c!# and Sadeghpour and Cavagnero@4~d!#, such
effects were treated analytically within the dipole represen-
tation @10,11#. In this paper, all long-range multipole interac-
tions were treated numerically by close-coupling procedures.
This permitted much smaller values ofr 0 to be used than
would otherwise be the case: 80 a.u. for spectra below the
n55 threshold and 100 a.u. for spectra below then56
threshold.@These box sizes are large enough, nevertheless, to
ensure that the H(n55) and H(n56) energy manifolds in
our H2 photodetachment calculations@6# are degenerate to
within a fraction of 1 meV.#
B. Treatment of interactions inside theR-matrix sphere
Our treatment of the region inside theR-matrix sphere has
been described in detail elsewhere@8# and hence will only be
sketched briefly. The Li2 valence electrons are assumed to
move in the following potential describing the Li1 core@12#:
V~r !5
21
r
@Zc1~Z2Zc!e
2a1r1a2re
2a3r #
2
ac
2r 4
~12e2~r /r c!
3
!2. ~1!
For our Li2 calculation, the nuclear charge isZ53, and the
charge of the Li1 core isZc51. The polarizability of the
Li 1 ion is taken to beac50.1894 a.u@13#. The empirical
parameters (a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,r c) are fitted using a least-squares
method to reproduce the experimentally measured energy
levels of the Li atom@14#. A set of one-electron radial wave
functionsunl(r ) are generated in theR-matrix spherer<r 0
as eigenfunctions of a radial Hamiltonian including this core
potential. For eachl value, a number of functions which are
nonzero atr5r 0 are also calculated.
The wave function of the system inside the reaction vol-
ume can be expanded in the form
C5A~r 1r 2!
21 (
n1 ,l1 ,n2 ,l2
cn1l1n2l2
3un1l1~r 1!un2l2~r 2!Yl1l2LM~ r̂1 , r̂2!, ~2!
whereA is the antisymmetrization operator andYl1l2LM is a
coupled spherical harmonic function. Note that the spin part
of the wave function is not given explicitly in Eq.~2! be-
cause calculations involving spin can be done separately in
the LS coupling scheme used in this work. For the bound
initial stateC0 , L5M50, and the wave function is zero for
r 1>r 0 or r 2>r 0 . For the final state,L51, and the expansion
contains terms having nonzeroun2l2(r 0) for all theN chan-
nels assumed to have nonzero wave functions outside the
reaction volume. These includeNo channels which are open
at a given total energyE for the system. These channels can
be specified by the quantum numbers$n1 ,l 1 ,l 2%, wheren1
and l 1 specify the inner electron andl 2 specifies the outer
electron.
The eigenchannelR-matrix method gives a set of solu-
tionsCb (b51, . . . ,N). If we denote$n1 ,l 1 ,l 2% by i , de-
noter 1
21un1l1Yl1l2LM by f i , and sum Eq.~2! overn2 , these
solutions can be written as
Cb5Ar 2
21(
i51
N
f i~r1 , r̂2!Fib~r 2!, ~3!
where r 25r 0 , and whereFib is defined by comparison of
Eqs.~2! and ~3!, using the definitions just given.
C. Treatment of interactions outside theR-matrix sphere
Outside the reaction volume, a base set of multichannel
wave functions denoted by indexm can be expressed as
Cm5Ar 2
21(
i51
N
f i~r1 , r̂2!Gim~r 2!, r 2>r 0 . ~4!
For eachm, the radial functionsGim(r ) satisfy the coupled
equations
S 2 12 d
2
dr2
1
l 2i~ l 2i11!
2r 2
1V~r !2~E2e1i ! DGim~r !
1(
j51
N
(
l
di j
l
r l11
Gjm~r !50, ~5!
wheree1i is the energy of the inner electron in thei th chan-
nel. In Eq.~5! di j
l denotes the multipole moment,
di j
l 5^f i~r1 , r̂2!ur 1
lPl@ cos~ r̂1• r̂2!#uf j~r1 , r̂2!&, ~6!
wherePl is thelth Legendre polynomial. These long-range
multipole terms stem from the direct part of the Coulomb
interaction between the detached electron and the atomic
electrons.
The index m is defined by specifying the asymptotic
boundary conditions satisfied by the radial functionsGjm . A
set of linearly independent wave functionsCm can be ob-
tained, for example, by requiring@15#
Gjm~r ! ——→
r→` H 2 i ~2pkj !21/2ei ~kj r2 l2 jp/2!d jm , 1<m<No2 i ~2pkj !21/2e2 i ~kj r2 l2 jp/2!d j ~m2No! , No11<m<2No
e2k j rd j ~m2No! , 2No11<m<No1N
~7!
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where kj5@2(E2e1 j )#
1/2 ( j<No) and k j5@22(E
2e1 j )]
1/2 ( j.No). The first two lines in Eq.~7! correspond,
respectively, to outgoing and incoming waves in theNo open
channels; the third line corresponds to decaying exponentials
in the closed channels. These asymptotic boundary condi-
tions assume implicitly that the long-range multipole terms
in Eq. ~5! may be ignored for→`.
D. Boundary conditions and partial cross section formulas
Having defined in the previous two subsections the base
functions both inside and outside theR-matrix sphere, we
must now form those linear combinations of these base func-
tions which describe asymptotically the experimentally ob-
servable channelsi . Outside the reaction volume, the wave
function for each open channeli satisfying the incoming-
wave boundary condition is a linear combination of theCm
(1<m<No1N),
C i
~2 !5 (
m51
No
Cmdm i2 (
m51
N
CNo1mam i . ~8!
In Eq. ~8!, thoseam i coefficients for wave functions contain-
ing incoming-wave components~i.e., for 1<m<No) give
the elements of the scattering matrixS†,
Si j
†5ai j , i , j51, . . . ,No . ~9!
Inside the reaction volume,C i
(2) can be obtained as a
linear combination of the eigenchannel wave functions,
C i
~2 !5 (
b51
N
Cbbb i . ~10!
Matching of Eqs.~8! and~10! at r 25r 0 leads to the follow-
ing simultaneous system of equations:
(
b51
N
F jb~r 0!bb i1 (
m51
N
Gj ~No1m!~r 0!am i5Gji ~r 0!
~1< j<N!, ~11!
(
b51
N
F jb8 ~r 0!bb i1 (
m51
N
Gj ~No1m!8 ~r 0!am i5Gji8 ~r 0!
~1< j<N!. ~12!
Each open channeli has a different set of inhomogeneous
terms on the right hand sides of Eqs.~11! and~12!. Thus for
eachi the 2N equations with 2N unknown coefficientsbb i
andam i have a unique solution.
Once the coefficients defining the statesC i
(2) correspond-
ing to the experimentally observable channelsi are deter-
mined, the partial cross sections may be calculated according
to the standard formula@16#:
s i5
4p2v
c
z^C i
~2 !uDuC0& z2, ~13!
wherec is the speed of light,v is the photon energy, andD
is the dipole operator. For light linearly polarized alongẑ,
the length form of the dipole operator is defined as
DL5z11z2 , and the velocity form is defined as
DV52 i (d/dz11d/dz2)/v.
E. Numerical aspects of the calculation
We present here a few of the numerical details of our
calculations in order that the reader may better judge the
reliability of our results. Inside theR-matrix sphere, 38
closed-type~i.e., zero atr5r 0) and two open-type~i.e., non-
zero atr5r 0) one-electron radial wave functions are evalu-
ated for each of the orbital angular momenta 0< l<6. We
include 794 closed-type, two-electron configurations~de-
noted byn1l 1 ,n2l 2) in the R-matrix calculation. These are
zero outside theR-matrix sphere. For each channel in which
an electron can escape from the reaction volume, we include
two open-type orbitals for the outer electron in addition to
the closed-type basis set. For a given photon energy, ifn
denotes the highestn1 value among all the open channels at
this energy, then all the$(n12),l 1 ,l 2% channels with
n12,8 and l 1 ,l 2,7 are treated as having nonzero wave
functions outside theR-matrix sphere and are included in the
calculation. That is to say, for the highest photon energy
considered, all of the 47 channels described by 2<n1<7
and 0< l 1 ,l 2<6 are included.
The asymptotic boundary conditions given in Eq.~7! are,
of course, not exactly satisfied at any finite distance from the
nucleus. For this reason, in practice we use WKB represen-
tations for the wave functions instead of the expressions in
Eq. ~7!. More specifically, for one-electron continuum wave
functions outside theR-matrix box, values calculated using a
WKB method@17,18# at a suitably large distance are used as
boundary conditions to replace the first two expressions in
Eq. ~7!. When needed, they are numerically integrated in-
ward to the point at which we start to integrate Eq.~5!. For
weakly closed channel wave functions outside theR-matrix
box, WKB boundary conditions@19# are used in place of the
last expression in Eq.~7!
Equation~5! is solved using Numerov’s method@20#. For
a given photon energy, it is solved up to a distance at which
the smallest kinetic energy among those of the continuum
electrons in all open channels can be considered large as
compared to the largest long-range term in Eq.~5!. However,
for all the photon energies considered in this calculation, a
cutoff for the distance is chosen to be 1000 a.u. Finally,
multipole moments up tol53 ~octal moments! are included
in Eq. ~5!.
III. RESULTS
This section groups our total and partial cross section re-
sults according to the photon energy, as this is generally most
useful for experimentalists. We defer to another presentation
our consideration of the region between the lowest detach-
ment threshold~Li 2s! and the Li 3s threshold, since com-
parisons with the numerous experimental and theoretical
studies in this region would greatly enlarge the present paper.
By contrast, the energy region above the Li 3s threshold is
almost unexplored. Aside from our theoretical results, ex-
periments between the 3s and 3p thresholds have only re-
cently been carried out@9#. Also, we have recently learned of
a theoretical calculation~using a discrete basis set, complex
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rotation method! for the total photodetachment cross section
of Li 2 up to the Li~4d! threshold@21#. The spectra above the
Li ns thresholds forn>3 show many common features; they
also display revealing similarities to and differences from the
corresponding spectra for H2.
An overview of our results is shown in Fig. 1. This figure
presents the total photodetachment cross section for Li2
over the photon energy range 3.8 eV<\w< 5.65 eV, which
encompasses the energy region from just below the Li 3s
threshold to just below the Li 6s threshold. The lowestns
and np thresholds forn5325 are marked. We examine
each of thens andnp threshold regions in turn. A prelimi-
nary report of some of this work has been presented else-
where@22#.
A. Li 2 photodetachment near the Li 3s and 3p thresholds
In Figs. 2 and 3 we present our results for the partial
photodetachment cross sectionss(nl) for the processes
Li21g→ Li ~nl !1e2, ~14!
as well as for the total detachment cross section,
sT5(nls(nl), in the vicinity of the Li 3s and 3p thresh-
olds. Figure 2 presentsT and the partial cross sections for
nl 5 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d.
Since the ground-state term level of Li2 is 1Se, electric
dipole selection rules inLS coupling imply that only1Po
final-states can be reached. This in turn implies that for
nl5ns, the partial cross sections(ns) corresponds to the
single final-state channel Linsep 1Po. However, in general
s(nl) for l.0 is a sum of the partial cross sections for at
least two final-state channels, Linle( l61) 1Po, and possi-
bly others. Thus, e.g.,s(2p) in Fig. 2~b! is the sum of the
partial cross sections for the 2pes 1Po and 2ped 1Po chan-
nels.
There appears at first glance to be little resemblance be-
tween the Li2 photodetachment cross section in the vicinity
of the 3s and 3p thresholds and the corresponding H2 pho-
todetachment cross section near then53 threshold. As was
found both experimentally@23# and theoretically@4~c!#, the
H2 photodetachment cross section below then53 threshold
is marked by a broad window resonance of the type
3$0%3
1 . @We employ here the notationN$v%n
A introduced in
Ref. @4#. Herev is the vibrational quantum number, indicat-
FIG. 2. Calculated total (sT) and partial@s(nl)# photodetach-
ment cross sections for Li2 for photon energies 3.8 eV<\v< 4.8
eV. Full ~dotted! curves give dipole velocity~length! results.~a!
sT ands~2s!. ~b! s~2p! ands~3s!. ~c! s~3p! ands~3d!.
FIG. 1. Calculated total photodetachment cross section for
Li 2 for photon energies from 3.8 eV to 5.65 eV. Full~dotted!
curves give dipole velocity~length! results. The Li(nl) thresholds
in this energy region are indicated.
FIG. 3. Comparison of our calculated total photodetachment
cross sections in dipole velocity~solid curve! and dipole length
~dotted curve! approximation with results of Ref.@9#. Relative ex-
perimental results@9# are normalized to our theoretical velocity
curve at\v54.45 eV. ~a! Comparison with experimental results
~1! of Ref. @9# over the energy range 4.1<\v<4.55 eV.~b! Com-
parison with experimental results~1! of Ref. @9# in the vicinity of
the Li~3p! threshold. ~c! Comparison with theoretical results
~dashed curve! of Lindroth @9,21#.
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ing the number of nodes inu12 ~in the hyperspherical repre-
sentation! or in l ~in the prolate spheroidal coordinate rep-
resentation!; A indicates the possible symmetry of the wave
function with respect tor 15r 2 , with A51 indicating an
antinode atr 15r 2 andA52 indicating a node atr 15r 2;
finally N(n) is the principal quantum number of the lower-
~higher-! energy member of the doubly excited electron pair.#
Theory @4~c!,24–27# predicts also a very narrow Feshbach
resonance of the type3$0%4
2 , which has not been observed
@23#. Just below then53 threshold, higher members of these
1 and 2 channels are predicted@24–27,4~c!#; the 3$0%4
1
resonance has been observed@23#. Despite the lack of simi-
larity between the H2 and Li2 photodetachment spectra in
this energy region, due most likely to the lack of degeneracy
of the Li 3s and Li 3p thresholds, the search for resonances
of the 1 and2 type will prove useful for interpreting our
Li 2 detachment results, as we discuss below.
Our total cross section results for Li2 are in excellent
agreement with recent relative measurements near the Li 3p
threshold@9#, as shown in Fig. 3. Both on the broad energy
scale shown in Fig. 3~a! and on the fine energy scale shown
in Fig. 3~b! ~near the 3p threshold!, our calculated total de-
tachment cross section, which predated the measurements
~cf. Ref. @22#!, shows a very accurate prediction of experi-
mentally observed features. Furthermore, Fig. 3~c! compares
our total cross section results with those of Lindroth@21#;
there is excellent qualitative agreement, although our results
lie '5–10 % higher in this energy region. Hence the lack of
an obvious similarity between the H2 and Li2 photodetach-
ment cross sections near then53 thresholds does not imply
any inaccuracy in the present calculations, but rather high-
lights features in the Li2 photodetachment cross section
~such as the broad minimum and subsequent maximum near
4.2 eV and 4.35 eV, respectively, as well as the sharper mini-
mum and subsequent maximum just below the 3p threshold!
that require interpretation.
Prior theoretical studies of Li2 doubly excited-state reso-
nances below the 3p threshold predict only a single1Po
resonance@28–30#. These predictions are summarized in
Table I. Fung and Matese@28# and Stewartet al. @29# used a
Feshbach projection operator technique to locate1Po au-
toionizing resonances for Li2 below the Li 3p threshold.
According to this technique, all one-electron orbitals with
energies below the 3p level were excluded in the configura-
tion interaction calculation since such orbitals serve to rep-
resent continuum channels that are open below the 3p
threshold. Hence all bound orbitals 1, 2s, 2p, and 3s were
excluded from the multiconfiguration calculation. Both
works @28,29# predict a single1Po autoionizing level located
at20.058 or20.059 a.u. relative to the Li1 threshold.~See
Table I for the corresponding photon energies.! Lindroth
@9,21# has performed a discrete basis set, complex rotation
calculation that finds a resonance at20.062 a.u., somewhat
below the energies predicted by Refs.@28,29#. Lin @30# car-
ried out a diabatic hyperspherical calculation for the1Po
potential converging to the Li 3p threshold. He found that
this potential supports a bound state~which he labeled ‘‘3s
3p’’ ! at an energy of20.0671 a.u., which is quite a bit
below the resonance energy for this state predicted by Refs.
@28,29#. ~In contrast, for other symmetries Lin’s predicted
resonance energies are in quite good agreement with those of
Refs.@28,29#.!
Table I also presents our projection operator results for
doubly excited-state energies obtained by two different meth-
ods. The first method excluded all one-electron orbitals be-
low 3p. The result was a single resonance below the 3p
threshold located at20.059 61, which is in excellent agree-
ment with the similar result of Stewartet al. @29#. We then
carried out a nonstandard projection operator calculation in
which all configurations having orbitals lower in energy than
3p are excludedexceptfor the configuration 3s3p, which is
included. The result is that we obtained two resonances be-
low the 3p threshold, at20.065 71 a.u. and20.057 86 a.u.
We note that the lowest of these is very close in energy to the
diabatic hyperspherical ‘‘3s3p’’ resonance predicted by Lin
at 20.0671 a.u.
Figure 4 shows density plots of the three resonance states
we calculated as just described. The resonance at20.059 61
a.u., obtained by excluding 3s p from the calculation, is not
a so-called ridge-riding state~in which both electrons are
TABLE I. 1Po autoionizing levels of Li2 below the Li 3p threshold.
Resonance Li2 (1S) ground- Photon
Authors Ref. Method energy~a.u.!a state energy~a.u.!a energy~eV!b
Fung and Matese @28# projection 20.0575 20.218 85 4.39
Stewartet al. @29# projection 20.0594 20.219 98 4.37
stabilization 20.0587 20.219 98 4.39
Lin @30# diabatic 20.0671 20.220 87 4.18
hyperspherical
Lindroth @9,21# discrete basis/ 20.0620 20.220 87 4.32
complex rotation
Present work projection 20.059 61 20.220 85 4.39
~excluding 3s3p!
projection 20.065 71 20.220 85 4.22
~including 3s3p! 20.057 86c 20.220 85 4.44
aBelow the Li1 ground-state threshold.
bAbove the Li2 (1S) ground state using the conversion 1 a.u.5 27.2114 eV.
cThis is a second1Po autoionizing resonance.
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predominantly at equal distances from the nucleus!. On the
other hand, the lowest resonance obtained by including the
3s3p configurationis such a ridge-riding state with a strong
1 character. The1 character of this resonance is the major
point of similarity to the H2 photodetachment spectrum in
the vicinity of then53 threshold. Whereas this lowest reso-
nance obtained by including the 3s p configuration appears
to have little overlap with continuum channels, the second
resonance state we obtain does appear to have significant
overlap~since its probability amplitude is primarily located
at large distances along the axes in Fig. 4!. This second reso-
nance does not have any obvious1 or 2 character.
In order to determine the effect of the three resonances
whose densities are shown in Fig. 4 on the Li2 photodetach-
ment cross sections, we have used the isolated resonance
theory@31# to remove the effect of each of these resonances
on the cross section. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Figure
5~a! shows the total cross section and Figs. 5~b!, 5~c!, and
5~d! show the ‘‘background’’ cross sections that result from
removing the resonances at20.059 61 a.u.,20.065 71 a.u.,
and20.057 86 a.u., respectively, that we have calculated as
described above. Figure 5~b! shows that the resonance we
calculate at20.059 61 a.u. using the standard projection op-
erator method~i.e., excluding the 3s3p configuration! is re-
sponsible for the broad maximum in the cross section located
in the vicinity of20.060 a.u. The results of our nonstandard
projection operator calculation~i.e., including the 3s3p con-
figuration! are more interesting. As shown in Fig. 5~c!, the
FIG. 4. Probability density plots for the1Po two-electron dis-
crete states between the Li~3s! and Li~3p! thresholds, whose ener-
gies are given in Table I. These states are calculated as described i
the text. Probability densities are integrated over angular variables
( r̂ 1 , r̂ 2), and plotted vs (r 1 ,r 2). ~a! Resonance at20.059 61 a.u.
~b! Resonance at20.065 71 a.u.~c! Resonance at20.057 86 a.u.
FIG. 5. Effects of resonances on the calculated total photode-
tachment cross section for Li2 in the vicinity of the Li~3s! and
Li ~3p! thresholds plotted vs energy~in a.u.! below the Li1 thresh-
old. Background cross sections corresponding to each of the three
resonances described in the text~having energies listed in Table I!
are obtained using the isolated resonance theory of Ref.@31# Di-
pole velocity~length! results are given by the solid~ otted! curves.
~a! sT . ~b! Background cross section for the20.059 61 a.u. reso-
nance at\v54.39 eV. ~c! Background cross section for the
20.6571 a.u. resonance at\v54.22 eV.~d! Background cross sec-
tion for the20.057 86 a.u. resonance at\v54.44 eV.
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lowest resonance appears to be responsible for nearly all of
the structure in the photodetachment cross section from the
3s threshold to just below the 3p threshold. The second
resonance we calculate by our nonstandard method appears
to be responsible for the sharp maximum observed just be-
low the 3p threshold, as shown in Fig. 5~d!.
With regard to the resonance results of Lindroth@9,21#,
she finds@9# the resonance ‘‘dominated by the configurations
3p3d and 4s3p, and there appears to be no significant con-
tributions to the localized part of the wave function from
configurations with one electron in the 3s orbital, which is
also in contrast to the case of H2. ’’ Lindroth finds the width
of the lowest resonance to be so broad that it overlaps the
Li 3p threshold~making description of this resonance by a
Fano isolated resonance profile not possible!. She also finds
@9# ‘‘a narrower resonance structure lies just below the 3p
threshold.’’ Our results using the standard projection proce-
dure ~i.e., excluding the 3s3p configuration! agree qualita-
tively with the results of Lindroth, giving a not very well-
localized resonance@cf. Fig. 4~a!#. Also, when we remove
the effect of this resonance on the cross section by use of the
Fano resonance formula, the result is not satisfactory since
the cross section still has much structure@cf. Fig. 5~b!#.
However, when we include the 3s p configuration in our
nonstandard calculation, we do get a localized state@cf. Fig.
4~b!#, as is found in Ref.@9# for H2, and the use of the Fano
profile formula to remove the effect of this resonance shows
that nearly all structure is removed from the cross section@cf.
Fig. 5~c!#.
We hasten to state that we regard the results of our non-
standard projection operator calculation as suggestive but not
definitive. In contrast to the agreement found for other sym-
metries, the significant discrepancy between the diabatic hy-
perspherical result of Lin@30# for the 1Po resonance below
the 3p threshold and the results of the more standard con-
figuration interaction approaches of Refs.@28,29# indicate
that electron correlation effects below the Li 3p threshold
appear to be very sensitive to the theoretical approach em-
ployed. Nevertheless, the excellent agreement that our eigen-
channelR-matrix calculations have with the recent experi-
mental measurements~cf. Fig. 3!, in spite of this sensitivity,
gives us confidence in our predictions at higher energies,
where no experimental measurements are available.
B. Li 2 photodetachment near the Li 4s and 4p thresholds
Our results in Figs. 6 and 7 show the total and partial
Li 2 photodetachment cross sections in the photon energy
region 4.8 eV<\v<5.2 eV. This energy region covers the
4s, 4p, 4d, and 4f thresholds of excited Li~cf. Table II!. In
Fig. 6 we present our total and Li(ns) partial cross sections
(2<n<4). In Fig. 7 we present our Li(np) (2<n<4) and
Li ~3d! partial cross sections as well as the sum of the Li~4d!
and Li~4f ! partial cross sections.
Some observations can be made regarding these partial
cross sections. First, significant resonance structure is appar-
ent in all partial cross sections for channels that are open
below the Li~4p! threshold. Second, for fixedl , the partial
cross sections Li(nl) exhibit deeper resonance windows be-
low the Li~4p! threshold the largern is. Third, according to
the theory for a resonance interacting with many open chan-
nels@31~b!#, the depth of a window resonance in a particular
partial cross section is a measure of the strength of interac-
tion of that resonance with the channels belonging to that
partial cross section. In the limit that there is only a single
continuum channel interacting with the resonance, the cross
section goes through zero at the minimum of the window
resonance@31~a!#. The presence of more than a single open
channel leading to a particular partial cross section generally
results in a finite total cross section at the minimum of the
window resonance@31#. However, the partial cross sections
might individually go through zero@31~b!#.
FIG. 6. Total (sT) and partial@s(ns)# photodetachment cross
sections for Li2 for photon energies 4.8 eV<\v< 5.2 eV. Dipole
velocity ~length! results are indicated by the solid~ otted! lines.~a!
sT ands(2s). ~b! s(3s). ~c! s(4s).
FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 fors(nl) partial cross sections with
l.0. ~a! s(2p). ~b! s(3p) ands(4p). ~c! s(3d) and the sum of
s(4d) ands(4 f ) ~indicated by ‘‘4d f ’’ !.
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Applying these observations to the particular partial cross
sections in Figs. 6 and 7, we note the following. The Li~2s!
and Li~2p! partial cross sections give the largest contribu-
tions to the total detachment cross sections. However, only
relatively small percentages of these partial cross sections
interact with the doubly excited states below the 4p thresh-
old ~cf. Ref. @31~b!#!. In contrast, the Li~3s! and Li~4s! par-
tial cross sections are completely dominated by interactions
with these doubly excited states; they exhibit very deep win-
dow resonances that in many instances plunge the partial
cross sections by nearly 100%, to values close to zero. Note
that only a single channel converges on these thresholds,
viz., Li(ns)ep(1Po). If there were no interactions between
these channels and the other open1Po channels, then the
partial cross sections at the minima of the window reso-
nances would be zero. That the cross section minima are
indeed nearly zero within the window resonances implies
that interchannel interactions are weak. Note further that the
minima in the Li~3s! and Li~4s! partial cross sections occur
at different energies within the resonance. Indeed, comparing
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, one sees that these partial cross sections
are nearly mirror images of one another. This kind of behav-
ior has been predicted in Fig. 3 of Ref.@31~b!#. We observe
also that the Li~3p! and Li~3d! partial cross sections exhibit
striking effects of resonances, but these are more subdued
than for the Li~3s! and Li~4s! partial cross sections, i.e., the
window resonances never drop the cross sections by more
than about 50%.
Lindroth has calculated the total photodetachment cross
section for Li2 in the vicinity of the Li~4s! and Li~4p!
threshold@21#. Our results are in excellent qualitative agree-
ment with hers. However, our results are about 15–20 %
larger in magnitude.
C. Li 2 photodetachment near the Li 5s and 5p thresholds
Our results in Figs. 8–10 show the total and partial Li2
photodetachment cross sections in the photon energy region
5.2 eV<\v< 5.5 eV. This energy region covers the 5s,
5p, 5d, 5f , and 5g thresholds of excited Li~cf. Table II!. In
Fig. 8 we present our total and Li(ns) partial cross sections
(2<n<5). In Fig. 9 we present the Li(np) partial cross
sections (2<n<5). Finally, in Fig. 10 we present the
Li ~3d!, Li~4d!, and Li~4f ! partial cross sections as well as
the sum of the Li~5d!, Li~5f !, and Li~5g! partial cross sec-
tions.
Most of our general observations on the partial cross sec-
tions near the Li 4s and 4p thresholds, presented in Sec.
III B, apply here as well. Namely, forn52 and 3 the partial
cross sections all have large ‘‘background’’ cross sections
which do not interact significantly with the doubly excited
states below the 5p threshold. Of these, the 3s partial cross
TABLE II. Calculated Li(nl) thresholds.
Threshold Energy~a.u.!a
Photon
energy~eV!b
3s 20.074 20 3.991
3p 20.057 23 4.452
3d 20.055 62 4.496
4s 20.038 62 4.959
4p 20.031 97 5.140
4d 20.031 28 5.158
4 f 20.031 25 5.159
5s 20.023 64 5.366
5p 20.020 37 5.455
5d 20.020 01 5.465
5 f 20.020 00 5.465
5g 20.020 00 5.465
6s 20.015 84 5.579
aRelative to the Li1 ground-state threshold. Finite nuclear mass
corrections are not included.
bRelative to the Li2(1So) ground state at20.220 85 a.u. FIG. 8. Total (sT) and partial@s(ns)# photodetachment cross
sections for Li2 for photon energies 5.2 eV<\v<5.5 eV. Dipole
velocity ~length! results are indicated by the solid~ otted! lines.~a!
sT ands(2s). ~b! s(3s) ands(4s). ~c! s(5s).
FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8 fors(np) partial cross sections.~a!
s(2p) ands(3p). ~b! s(4p). ~c! s(5p).
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section shows the most prominent resonance structures, but
these structures reduce the partial cross sections by less than
50%. In contrast, the 4s and 5s partial cross sections are
completely dominated by interactions with doubly excited
states, also with deep window resonances that plunge the
cross sections by nearly 100%. Furthermore, the 4s and 5s
partial cross sections appear to be mirror images of one an-
other, with one having a maximum when the other has a
minimum, just as we have noted for the 3s and 4s partial
cross sections in Fig. 6. Only slightly less dominated by
resonance structures are the 4p, 4d, and 4f partial cross
sections, due most likely to a greater weighting ofpd andd f
configurations~relative tosp configurations! in the doubly
excited states below the 5p threshold than is the case below
the 4p threshold. Another factor may be that while the
Li ~4d! and Li~4f ! partial cross sections each have contribu-
tions from two continuum final-state1Po channels, in prac-
tice there may be only one important final-state channel,
namely, the one having the lowest allowable orbital angular
momentum for the continuum electron. Hence the deep win-
dow resonances in these two partial cross sections may stem
from the fact that they have contributions from effectively
only a single channel.
D. Comparisons of the Li„n21… partial cross sections
below the Li„np… thresholds
In Fig. 11 we plot the partial cross sections
s(n52),s(n53),s(n54), ands(n55) below the corre-
sponding Li (n11)p thresholds. These partial cross sections
are the ones with the most direct similarity to the photode-
tachment partial cross sections of H2, as discussed else-
where@6#. We have plotted the partial cross sections in Fig.
11 in such a way that the Li (n11)p thresholds are roughly
coincident~cf. Table II!.
A key feature of thes(n) partial cross sections is the
increasing prominence of the1 type resonance that lies near
4.22 eV in thes(n52) partial cross section, well above the
Li 3s threshold. Forn53 the corresponding1 resonance
appears close to the Li 4s threshold. Forn54 andn55, the
lowest member of the1 series lies well below the Li 5s and
Li 6s thresholds near 5.32 eV and 5.52 eV, respectively@6#.
The1 type resonances appear to increase in prominence as
n increases. This is not surprising, since the effect of the
Li 1 core becomes more hydrogenic for highern, as more
l values are nearly degenerate.
Whereas the1 type resonance increases in prominence as
n increases, the2 type resonances decrease in prominence.
Section III A above pointed out that it is difficult to charac-
terize the cross section features in thes(n52) partial cross
section near the Li 3p threshold. Reference@6# discusses,
however, then54 and n55 partial cross sections, which
show 2 type resonances between the deep1 type reso-
nances, e.g., near'5.35 eV,'5.425 eV, and'5.448 eV in
the case ofs(n54) and near' 5.54 eV,' 5.59 eV, and
' 5.612 eV in the case ofs(n55). The dip near' 5.12 eV
in thes(n53) partial cross section appears by analogy to be
also a2 type feature. Remarkably, these2 type features
that are so prominent fors(n53) ands(n54) are only
very weak features of thes(n55) partial cross section. We
interpret this behavior on the basis of propensity rules for
H2 photodetachment@3,4# that ‘‘forbid’’ population of 2
type reasonances, and the fact that the Li1 core appears
more and more like the H1 core to excited electrons in high
n levels with l.0.
FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 8 fors(nl) partial cross sections with
l.1. ~a! s(3d) and s(4d). ~b! s(4 f ). ~c! Sum of s(5d),
s(5 f ), ands(5g) partial cross sections~indicated by ‘‘5d fg’’ !.
FIG. 11. Partial cross sections@ ~n!# for Li 2 photodetachment
below the Li(n 1 1!p threshold for 2<n<5. ~a! s(n52) for 3.4
eV<\v<4.6 eV. ~b! s(n53) for 4.7 eV<\v<5.2 eV. ~c!
s(n54) for 5.2 eV<\v<5.5 eV. ~d! s(n55) for 5.5 eV
<\v<5.65 eV. The Li(ns) and Li(np) thresholds in these energy
regions are indicated.
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E. Resonance density plots
Our comments in the preceding section on the character
of the resonance features in thes(n) partial cross sections
are based on probability density plots. These are extracted
from discrete resonance states derived from a separate calcu-
lation as follows: All basis functions were set to zero on the
boundary of the interaction volumeV. Thus only the discrete
levels were calculated, in order to identify features at ener-
gies corresponding to structures in the cross sections. In Ref.
@6# we presented hyperspherical coordinate density plots of
three of these discrete resonances. Here we present similar
density plots for the same three resonances, both in (r 1 ,r 2)
coordinates and in prolate spheroidal coordinatesm andl.
These density plots were made as in Ref.@6#. Briefly,
specialR-matrix calculations were carried out with a box
size r 05120 a.u. All basis functions were set to zero at the
boundary. Thus only discrete structures were calculated, in
order to see which ones appeared at energies corresponding
to the features in the photodetachment cross sections. Each
plot is made at the peak of each resonance’s probability am-
plitude in the hyperspherical radiusR[(r 1
21r 2
2)1/2. For the
(r 1 ,r 2) plots we have integrated the probability densities
over all angles (r̂1 , r̂2).
Figure 12 shows density plots for the5$0%5
1 resonance
feature„using theN$v%n
A notation of Refs.@4~b!,4~c!#…, plot-
ted for R560 a.u. Alternative notations for this resonance
include the group theoretical notation @32,33#
(K,T,)A5(3,1)1 and the molecular-orbital notation@34,35#
(nl ,nm ,m)5(0,6,1). Figure 12~a! shows a density plot for
this state in (r 1 ,r 2) coordinates while Fig. 12~b! plots the
same density in spheroidal coordinatesm andl. This state
appears at a photon energy of'5.32 eV in thes(n54)
partial cross section@cf. Fig. 11~c!# and is the first member of
a series of deep window resonances in that partial cross sec-
tion which ‘‘converge’’ to then54 thresholds forl>1. One
sees clearly the1 character of this resonance from the large
antinode atr 15r 2 in Fig. 12~a! andm50 in Fig. 12~b!.
In Fig. 13, we present density plots for the5$0%6
2 reso-
nance feature, plotted forR5 80 a.u. Alternative notations
for this resonance are (K,T)A5(4,0)2 and
(nl ,nm ,m)5(0,9,0). The (r 1 ,r 2) plot in Fig. 13~a! shows
that this resonance does not quite have a zero node on the
r 15r 2 diagonal line. This may explain why this resonance
has such a broad width in thes(n54) partial cross section
@cf. Fig. 11~c! near\v55.35 eV#. Using a different set of
values for the contours, we see what appears to be a node for
m50 in the prolate spheroidal coordinate density plot in Fig.
13~b!. This confirms the2 designation.
In Fig. 14 we present density plots for the very weak
resonance feature6$1%6
1 , plotted forR5 90 a.u. This reso-
nance is located at\v'5.575 eV in Fig. 11~d!, just below
the 6s threshold. Alternative notations for this resonance are
(K,T)A5(2,1)1 and (nl ,nm ,m)5(1,6,1). The main char-
acteristic of this resonance is its node in cosu12, which was
FIG. 12. Doubly excited-state5$0%5
1 wave function density
plotted at its maximum value inR @i.e.,R [(r 1
21r 2
2)1/2560 a.u.#.
~a! Plotted in (r 1 ,r 2) coordinates.~b! Plotted in prolate spheroidal
coordinates (m,l). Located near\v 5 5.32 eV in Fig. 11~c!.
FIG. 13. Doubly excited-state5$0%6
2 wave function density
plotted at its maximum value inR @i.e., R[(r 1
21r 2
2)1/2580 a.u.#.
~a! Plotted in (r 1 ,r 2) coordinates.~b! Plotted in prolate spheroidal
coodinates (m,l). Located near\v55.35 eV in Fig. 11~c!.
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clearly visible in our hyperspherical coordinate density plot
@6#. The (r 1 ,r 2) density plot in Fig. 14~a! does not show
features inu125cos
21(r̂1• r̂2). What we observe from this
plot is the1 character of this resonance, exhibited by the
large antinode for 15r 2 in Fig. 14~a!. This is also a main
feature of the prolate spheroidal density plot in Fig. 14~b! for
m50. We see in the latter, however, the vibrational node in
the m coordinate, corresponding to theu12 node in hyper-
spherical coordinates@6#.
F. Behavior near detachment thresholds
Figure 15 displays the Lins partial cross sections, for
n5325, on fine energy scales very close to their respective
thresholds. Each of these processes involves a single escap-
ing p-wave electron near threshold, which implies a Wigner-
type threshold behaviors(ns)}(E2Eth)
l1
1
2 with l51 @36#.
Similarly, in the absence of long-range interactions, the
s(np) partial cross sections are expected to vary ass
}(E5Eth)
lmin1
1
2 with lmin50 sinces-wave ejection domi-
nates near threshold@36#. The Wigner threshold law was
tested by Slateret al. @37# in the similar context of Cs2
photodetachment near the Cs(6p 12,6p
3
2) thresholds. In that
study, the Wigner law was shown to apply, but only to a
remarkably small energy range ofDE51 meV above thresh-
old. Calculations for K2 photodetachment@38–40# and for
Cs2 photodetachment@41# determined that the unusually
small range of validity of the Wigner law stems from the
huge dipole polarizability@e.g.,a ~Cs 6p! ' 1000 a.u.# of
the excited atomic states.~One typically expects the Wigner
law to hold over an energy rangeDE!r 0
22 a.u., wherer 0 is
the range of the electron-atom interaction in the relevant
channel.!
In Li 2 photodetachment, the Li(nl) dipole polarizabil-
ities for the lower states (n,3) are comparable to those of
Cs, while for the higher thresholdsn>3 the polarizabilities
are much larger in Li than for Cs 6p because they increase
roughly asnnl
7 as the effective quantum numbern of the
atomic statenl increases.~This scaling can be understood
from the second order perturbation theory expression for the
polarizability, and the fact that dipole moments scale asn2
while the energy denominators scale asn23.) On the energy
scales depicted in Figs. 2, 6, and 8, we do not expect the
Wigner law to be very useful for understanding the threshold
cross section behavior. The greatly expanded energy scale of
Fig. 15, however, shows that the photodetachment cross sec-
tions right at thens thresholds appear to be consistent with
the Wigner law.
The ns levels of Li, with quantum defects nearms50.4,
are well separated in energy from the energies of hydrogen.
However, the Li(nl) quantum defects forl>1 are so small
(um l u<0.04) that it is reasonable to regard them as hydro-
genic to a first approximation. Their degeneracy allows them
to mix under the influence of any small interaction. Conse-
quently any Li hydrogenic manifold with principal quantum
numbern>3 forms a quasipermanent dipole moment under
the influence of the outermost Li2 electron. The threshold
behavior associated with an electron detached into aperma-
FIG. 14. Doubly excited-state6$1%6
1 wave function density
plotted at its maximum value inR @i.e., R[(r 1
21r 2
2)1/2590 a.u.#.
~a! Plotted in (r 1 ,r 2) coordinates.~b! Plotted in prolate spheroidal
coordinates (m,l). Located near\v55.575 eV in Fig. 11~d!.
FIG. 15. Partial cross sectionss(ns) in dipole velocity~length!
approximation@indicated by the solid~dotted! curves# as functions
of photoelectron energyE over the first fraction of 1 meV above
threshold. The dashed curves are proportional to the Wigner thresh-
old law ~i.e.,}E3/2). ~a! s~3s!. ~b! s~4s!. ~c! s~5s!.
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nent dipole potentialV→2a/2r 2 differs profoundly from
that of an electron detached into any shorter-ranged potential
such as aninduceddipole potential2a/2r 4 . For instance, a
shorter-ranged potential must have afinite number of reso-
nances~or none! in any channel just below its threshold. An
attractive dipole potential is guaranteed to have aninfinite
number of such resonances@11#. Also, the partial cross sec-
tion for production of a nondegenerate Li(ns) state rises
continuously from its zero value at threshold; the analogous
cross section for production of a degenerate Li(nl) state,
however, rises discontinuously to a finite value at threshold
in any channel of the attractive dipole type~i.e., with a. 14!.
The 4p, 4d, and 4f partial cross sections in Fig. 7 display
abrupt rises at their threshold~s! that look on this energy
scale like true discontinuities.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented detailed theoretical results for the par-
tial cross sections resulting from Li2 photodetachment over
the energy region from the vicinity of the Li 3s threshold to
the Li 6s threshold~i.e., for 3.8 eV<\v<5.65 eV!. In the
vicinity of the Li 3s and 3p thresholds our results are in
excellent agreement with recent experimental measurements
@9#. Above the Li 3p threshold, there are as yet no experi-
mental measurements. Throughout this paper we have dis-
cussed the role of highly excited two-electron resonances on
the predicted photodetachment partial cross sections. We
have shown also how the partial cross sections for Li2 pho-
todetachment plus excitation, i.e., Li21g→ Li nl1e2, be-
come increasingly similar to those for H2 as the level of
excitationn of the residual atom increases. Indeed, we have
shown that there is only a limited range of values forn ~for
Li 2, primarily between the 4s threshold and the 5p thresh-
old! in which the nonhydrogenic nature of the Li1 core leads
to prominence of doubly excited resonances which are essen-
tially absent in higher-energy regions as well as in H2 pho-
todetachment spectra~due to photodetachment propensity
rules for three-body Coulomb systems!. We emphasize that
this most interesting region for Li2 photodetachment is as
yet experimentally unexplored.
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